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Abstract
Whereas Hollywood turned out a number of films dealing with World War II while the war was still being fought overseas, there 
were virtually no Hollywood films that dealt directly with the Vietnam War or its soldiers prior to American withdrawal in 1973, 
as the studios preferred to represent the war allegorically. There were, however, multiple low-budget exploitation films that depicted 
young Vietnam veterans returning to America. These veterans were represented as monsters, having been perverted by their horrific 
wartime experiences into dangerous threats to their homeland. These exploitation films tend to be overlooked by most studies of the 
Vietnam War on film, yet they represent some of the only efforts to represent the Vietnam soldier onscreen while the war was still 
being fought. This article attempts to correct this oversight by examining two of these films: Motor Psycho (1965) and Deathdream 
(1972).
            Motor Psycho was directed by noted exploitation filmmaker Russ Meyer, who had served as a combat photographer during 
WWII. The film represents the Vietnam veteran as the psychotic leader of a motorcycle gang whose violent behavior accelerates as 
a result of his frequent flashbacks to his traumatic experiences in the war. Directed by Bob Clark, Deathdream renders the veteran’s 
monstrousness literally: a young soldier returns to his family dramatically changed, the result of his having been killed in combat 
and reanimated as a murderous zombie. Drawing from historical research and close readings, this article discusses how the two 
films reflect public attitudes toward the veteran at a particular historical moment and indicate how these attitudes have shifted 
over time. This article also argues that these films reveal the value of studying exploitation cinema, as exploitation filmmakers were 
willing to deal directly with a critical social concern, however sensationally, at a time when the Hollywood studios were not.

Between 1941 and 1945, Hollywood released 
dozens of films depicting the Second World War 
and its effects overseas and in the United States. 
Unanimously, the films celebrated and valorized 
soldiers, resistance fighters, and civilians contributing 
to the war effort on the home front, reflecting and 
feeding the patriotic fervor that the American public 
experienced following the Pearl Harbor attack. 
A generation later, Hollywood’s treatment of the 
Vietnam War could hardly have been more different. 
Between the military escalation of the early 1960s 
and American troop withdrawal in 1973, the Vietnam 
War and its effects were almost entirely absent from 
mainstream cinema. Films like John Wayne’s The 
Green Berets (Warner Bros., 1968), which attempted 
to revive the patriotic zeal of the WWII-era war 
films, were the exception rather than the rule. For the 
most part, Hollywood dealt with the war by allegory: 
films like M*A*S*H (20th Century Fox, 1970) and 
Ulzana’s Raid (Universal Pictures, 1972) have been 

widely interpreted as offering veiled commentary 
on Vietnam, but the controversy surrounding the 
divisive war meant that this commentary had to 
be kept oblique. The risk-averse Hollywood system 
was unwilling to confront the war or its impact on 
American soldiers directly on screen.1

This compunction was not shared by the 
exploitation film industry, however. These 
independent filmmakers whose products generally 
played at drive-ins and grindhouses marketed 
their films with emphasis on highly controversial 
and timely subject matter, claiming to purvey “the 
forbidden spectacle to moviegoers that the organized 
industry did not.”2 To these filmmakers, controversy 
was not a deterrent: it was their stock in trade. 
According to expert Ric Meyers, the exploiters 
survived by making “movies that Hollywood either 
cannot, or will not, make,” and “they would flourish 
as long as the studios refused to sink to their level.”3 
As Pauline Kael puts it, “trashy” films were able to 
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Productions. Meyer had already established himself 
as one of the most successful exploitation filmmakers 
of the period. His film The Immoral Mr. Tease (Pad-
Ram Enterprises, 1959) created the “nudie-cutie” 
genre, transforming the industry by discarding 
pseudo-educational pretext in favor of brazen and 
unapologetic sexual content.7 His later film Vixen 
(Eve Productions, 1968) made $7.2 million on a 
$72,000 investment.8

With Motor Psycho, however, Meyer “downplayed 
the nudity… and emphasized a much more drive-
in-friendly component: violence.”9 In his depiction 
of violence, Meyer opted to draw upon his own life 
experience. Having served as a combat photographer 
during World War II, Meyer had seen the reality of 
warfare firsthand. He was strongly affected by the 
war, and he “devoted small ‘shrines’ in his home to 
dead comrades from these times” and “organize[d] 
reunions of his old buddies from World War II.”10 
He chose to locate the source of the film’s violence 
in a young Vietnam veteran who was very far from 
being “unscathed” by his combat experiences.

That character, the film’s titular “psycho,” is 
introduced as a motorcycle-riding punk known only 
as the Brahmin (Steve Oliver). Motorcycles had 
been associated with youthful crime and rebellion 
since Marlon Brando’s appearance as The Wild 
One (Columbia Pictures, 1953), but the Brahmin 
modifies the archetype by being a war veteran as 
well as a juvenile delinquent. Accompanied by his 
sidekicks Dante and Slick, he instigates a reign of 
terror throughout the countryside, beating, robbing, 
and raping those he encounters. One of his victims 
is the wife of muscular veterinarian Cory Maddox 
(Alex Rocco), who swears revenge on the gang and 
pursues them into the desert accompanied by Ruby 

do things “that the more respectable companies were 
too nervous to try.”4 Thus, exploitation filmmakers 
were more willing than the mainstream studios to 
depict issues surrounding the Vietnam War directly 
on screen. For instance, multiple exploitation films 
depicted a young Vietnam veteran returning to 
American soil. Rather than a heroic homecoming, 
these films depicted the young veteran as having 
been turned monstrous by his experiences, perverted 
into a terrifying danger to the very home he had 
served in combat.

This paper will examine two exploitation films 
dealing with the monstrous Vietnam veteran: Russ 
Meyer’s Motor Psycho (Eve Productions, 1965) 
and Bob Clark’s Deathdream (Entertainment 
International Pictures, 1972). Both films present the 
young veteran as an irredeemable horror who must be 
destroyed to ensure the safety of his homeland. I will 
contextualize the ways that these two films indicate a 
historically-grounded shift in the American viewer’s 
orientation towards the figure of the young war 
veteran. I will attempt to demonstrate how these 
films are playing off of and commenting on the 
public’s attitude towards the Vietnam War and its 
veterans, and to show how these films represent a 
valuable addition to our understanding of how the 
public viewed the war during the years in which it 
was actually taking place.

It is significant that the monstrous veterans 
of these films are specifically represented as young 
men. During and after World War II, the media 
had attempted to dispel anxieties regarding young 
men’s vulnerability to the horrors of warfare 
by foregrounding images of youth rising to the 
occasion. The epitome of this was Audie Murphy, 
the most decorated solider of the war; Murphy had 
been credited with killing 240 enemy combatants 
before he reached the age of 20. Murphy later 
came to national attention after appearing on the 
cover of Life Magazine in July, 1945. His childish, 
smiling image on that cover was, in the words of his 
biographer Don Graham, meant to symbolize “the 
American GI who had endured combat and returned 
home unscathed by it all.”5 Murphy embodied the 
fantasy that a young man could fight and kill in war 
while retaining his childhood innocence.6 Vietnam-
era exploitation would offer a very different view.

Motor Psycho was produced, written, and directed 
by Russ Meyer through his own company, Eve 
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Bonner (Haji), a Cajun woman left for dead after the 
gang accidentally kills her husband. As the stress of 
the chase mounts, the Brahmin’s sociopathy gives 
way to outright delusion; seemingly losing his grip 
on reality, he begins babbling about napalm and 
“commies,” then shoots his own follower, Slick, when 
the latter tries to desert the gang.

One of the remarkable things about this film is 
the fact that it features a mentally-damaged Vietnam 
War veteran as early as 1965, long before films such 
as 1976’s Taxi Driver (Columbia Pictures) made this 
into a Hollywood trope. The Brahmin’s gang seems 
to be well aware of his insanity, but still follows him 
with almost cultlike devotion. Early in the film, 
the trio is ostensibly on its way to Vegas when the 
Brahmin suddenly and inexplicably veers off the 
road and heads into the desert. Dante and Slick 
pause to watch him, Dante wearing an expression of 
admiration and Slick seeming apprehensive. Dante 
admiringly labels The Brahmin, “crazy,” while Slick 
retorts, “yeah, like Rasputin.” Dante insists that “the 
Brahmin is a very righteous one” with an almost 
religious fervor, to which Slick exclaims that “the 
Brahmin is a flip and you know it!” Despite Slick’s 
reservations, he insists that he’s “hip” and when 
Dante asks if he’s coming repeats, “All the way. All 
the way.”

The Brahmin: Symbol of a Youth Culture

There seems to be a critique of youth culture 
imbedded in the relationship between the bikers. The 
Brahmin’s name suggests spiritual enlightenment 
and divinely-inspired leadership. He also appears 
to be subtly emblematic of the counterculture: in 
addition to his spiritual-sounding name, he wears a 
colorful vest that gives him a hippyish appearance. 
At the same time, in contrast to the slangy speech 
of his gang, the Brahmin speaks with an almost 
refined level of diction. He gives hints of having an 
education, at one point referring to Dante as “my loyal 
Patroclus,” referencing the character from The Iliad. 
The Brahmin, representing both the counterculture 
and the youthful intelligencia, becomes a Pied Piper 
figure who lures Dante and Slick to their doom. Slick 
is wary of the Brahmin but follows him out of a desire 
to be thought “hip.” After Slick is killed for trying 
to desert the group, the Brahmin demands to know 
if Dante is still with him, prompting an ironic and 

bitter repetition of Slick’s words: “All the way. All the 
way.” By linking the Brahmin to the counterculture 
and depicting him wielding a perverse authority over 
his followers, the film suggests that the youth culture 
of the 1960s has produced a dangerous and volatile 
model of young manhood.

Inter-Generational Conflict

This depiction illuminates the film’s take on the 
youthful war veteran, which is further clarified in 
the scene in which the gang first encounters Ruby 
and her elderly husband, Harry. Harry is a veteran of 
World War I, and when the gang comes up on him 
while he is changing a tire on his truck, he amiably 
strikes up a conversation with them and mentions 
receiving a war wound at Chateau-Thierry. The gang 
responds by making fun of his age, Dante insisting 
that “this cat just had to be at Valley Forge, man.” The 
Brahmin then declares that “the old soldier here, he 
deserves a little more respect,” before beating the old 
man for no apparent reason.

By drawing attention to the relative ages of 
the characters as the young veteran savagely and 
pointlessly attacks the older one, the film posits an 
implicit value judgment between them. Harry is 
hardly idealized – at one point he attempts to buy 
his own safety by pimping his wife out to the gang 
– but at least he seems to have maintained his sanity. 
The implication is that the Brahmin, who has gone 
through combat and emerged as a psychopath who 
preys even on other veterans, has some deficiency that 
prevents him from being able to handle his wartime 
experiences. Given that he embodies the stereotypes 
of the nation’s youth – rebellious, countercultural, and 
educated – this deficiency appears to be generational. 
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These digs at reenlistment subtly hint at the toll his 
war experiences took on him and at the horrors that 
he never wants to experience again. The Brahmin 
becomes a tragic, pathetic figure whose insanity is 
not merely the product of his own deficiencies, but 
the cost he had to pay by serving in the terrible 
Vietnam War. For all of its sensationalism, the film 
ultimately offers a powerful indictment of the war’s 
effect on the young men who had to fight in it.

Deathdream, originally titled Dead of Night, 
was produced and directed by American filmmaker 
Bob Clark in association with the minor production 
companies Impact Films and Quadrant Films. Clark 
was a director of low-budget horror films before 
finding mainstream success with the teen sex comedy 
Porky’s (20th Century Fox, 1982). Deathdream was 
shot in Canada in 1972, but was not released in the 
United States until August 1974, a year after the 
United States military withdrew from Vietnam. The 
film concerns a young soldier named Andy Brooks 
(Richard Backus) who is reported to his family as 
killed in action. When Andy shows up alive yet with 
an extremely cold and distant personality change, 
the family assumes a clerical error was to blame. In 
reality, Andy has returned home as a zombie in what 
seems to be a supernatural response to his mother’s 
wish, an ostensible riff on W.W. Jacob’s short story 
“The Monkey’s Paw.” Andy must now commit 
murder and inject himself with his victims’ blood in 
order to sustain his life.

Critical accounts of Deathdream have mostly 
tended to interpret the film as an allegory for the 
problem of reintegration for the Vietnam veteran, with 
mixed feelings about its success. Author Michael Lee 
Lanning states that “somewhere its makers must have 
intended to make a statement about the difficulties 
of Vietnam veterans adjusting to returning home, 
but they lost their way.”12 Psychologist Emmett 
Early observes that Andy “doesn’t seem to want to 
do anything. He acts dead inside and only wants to 
rock in a chair in his bedroom.” According to Early, 
the film’s “blatant symbolism… captures several 
important items from the popular bias of 1972. The 
Vietnam War veteran returns feeling and acting dead 
inside, with the near catatonic inertia punctuated by 
fits of brutal violence.”13

Indeed, Andy’s behavior does seem like a 
sensationally exaggerated version of the behavior 
associated with the disturbed returning Vietnam 

The film suggests that contemporary young people 
may be unable to properly handle combat and, as a 
result, are transformed by war into monsters instead 
of heroes.

By the end of the film, the Brahmin has slipped 
so far into insanity that he has begun to hallucinate 
that he is back in Vietnam. During his final 
showdown with Cory and Ruby near a desert mining 
site, he refers to the location as a “rice patty” and 
addresses the protagonists as “commies,” suggesting 
they send their faulty weaponry “back to Peking” 
and speaking in mock pidgin-English. Having 
mistaken the protagonists for hostile Viet Cong, he 
shoots and wounds Ruby. As he approaches the pair 
to finish them off, militaristic drum music plays on 
the soundtrack. Cory improvises a grenade by tying 
together sticks of dynamite from the mine and uses 
it to put an end to the Brahmin.

The Brahmin disturbs the audience by blurring 
the line between soldier and menace. It is significant 
that the Brahmin retains the bearing of a soldier even 
as he attacks his own countrymen. By the end of the 
film, he cannot even distinguish between Caucasian 
American civilians and Vietnamese soldiers. This 
image must have been particularly unnerving to 
audiences: a soldier treating his countrymen like 
enemies. The film is not content merely to show 
the mentally disturbed veteran behaving badly, but 
chooses to portray him behaving badly at the same 
time that he behaves like a soldier. This speaks to 
the fact that audiences in 1965, at least those who 
visited grindhouses, were willing to see the Vietnam 
War as a corrupting influence, even as one that has 
corrupted the figure of the soldier himself.

 In his final moments, The Brahmin is reduced 
to a tired, feverish, raving figure that is subsequently 
blown to smithereens. Even after his death at Cory’s 
hands, the mood of the film is mournful rather than 
triumphant. In the end, the young psychopath finally 
becomes almost sympathetic. As he approaches Cory 
and Ruby, he pathetically and repeatedly sings the 
line “when the war is over we will all enlist again” 
to the tune of “John Brown’s Body.” Those who, like 
Meyer, had served in combat would know that this 
line was part of a folk song that ended with something 
like “we will, like hell we will,” comically rejecting the 
notion of reenlistment.11 He also shouts to Cory and 
Ruby: “just think, Comrade: you won’t have to re-up! 
I’m gonna retire you! Kind of a permanent discharge!” 
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by families or protesters.”15 In Deathdream, Andy 
returns home not with fanfare, but alone in the dead 
of night like a criminal – in fact, his family initially 
mistakes him for a burglar. His family offers to 
throw him a welcome home party, but Andy refuses 
and asks that they not even tell anyone that he 
has returned. Although we might interpret Andy’s 
desire for secrecy as something that will allow him 
to murder with greater freedom, we can also see it 
as an acknowledgement of the veteran’s status as a 
pariah. Andy knows that the Vietnam soldier is not 
welcome at home, and therefore chooses to accept 
his expected place as a hidden shame.

Another aspect of the theme of concealment 
emerges from the fact that Andy encounters multiple 
veterans of World War II at home, including his own 
father, Charles. Charles is exasperated by his son’s 
cold demeanor and lack of activity, and when Andy’s 
mother Christine tells her husband to think of the 
terrible things Andy must have seen, he declares 
“well, I went through it too, but when I came back 
I didn’t act like that.” Charles’s failure to distinguish 
between his own wartime experiences and Andy’s 
can be seen as another way of papering over the 
realities of Vietnam. Charles does not take into 
account either the differences in combat conditions 
or the differences in how the veterans were received 
at home. In another instance, the local postman, also 
a World War II veteran, joins Charles and Andy 
in their back yard to tell war stories. The postman 
tells his stories with an amused and jovial air, which 
visibly upsets the normally inexpressive Andy. The 
postman relates how, when he had to break the news 
of a friend’s unpleasant death to his family, “it was 
up to me to clean it up for public consumption.” 
Eventually, Andy storms out of the yard without a 
word. Andy recoils at the man’s trivialization of the 
horrors of war and at his admission of his own role in 
covering up those horrors.

The film also chooses to address the issue of the 
culpability of those who remained at home. Andy’s 
second victim is the family doctor who has deduced 
that Andy had previously murdered a truck driver. 
Surprising the doctor at his office in the middle of 
the night, Andy forces him take his pulse and listen 
to his chest with a stethoscope, confirming that Andy 
has no heartbeat. When the doctor accuses Andy of 
killing the truck driver, Andy replies, “I died for you, 
Doc. Why shouldn’t you return the favor?” A struggle 

veteran. But examining the film only in terms of how 
Andy conforms to the “popular bias” surrounding 
the veteran misses much of the film’s potential 
interest, such as the movie’s motif of concealment. 
By injecting himself with blood, Andy maintains a 
human-looking appearance; without it, he degrades 
to a zombie-like countenance. Andy’s attempts to 
hide the physical evidence of the toll the war took on 
him can be connected to how the American public, 
along with Hollywood, was turning away from the 
evidence of the war at the time. In characterizing 
Hollywood’s choice to portray the war on screen 
allegorically rather than directly, writer Julian Smith 
observes: 

In countless World War II films, the enemy 
was show destroying civilians and setting up puppet 
governments – now we were doing it… In countless 
earlier films, we first aided struggling nations, then 
were aided by struggling undergrounds – now we 
were interdicting aid to a struggling nation and 
fighting an underground. For lack of a formula, a way 
to ‘handle’ the war, Hollywood turned elsewhere.14

Concealing the Truth

Hollywood could not portray, and the public 
would not watch, realistic depictions of a war 
that so obviously violated traditional notions of 
what heroic warfare looked like. As with Andy’s 
zombielike countenance, it was regarded as too 
horrifying to see. Instead, it needed to be covered 
up. This type of response can also be seen in how 
the public greeted its returning veterans. Scholar 
Eben J. Muse contrasts the Vietnam veterans with 
their World War II predecessors, noting that the 
former “were unwelcome reminders of a national 
crisis. These veterans did not arrive on troop ships in 
large groups; they flew in individually as their tours 
of duty ended, their arrivals seldom marked except 
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last to see the victim alive. The waitress, an older 
woman, recalls the driver saying that he picked up a 
hitchhiker, a “real weirdo,” and the cook remembers 
that it was a soldier. As the police are leaving, the 
waitress says, “I can’t believe a soldier would do a 
thing like that.” Given that a soldier’s function is to 
kill, her statement comes off as rather naïve. In fact, 
it seems old-fashioned: representative of an era in 
which the public had faith in the basic goodness of 
its soldiers. As Motor Psycho and Deathdream show, 
by the Vietnam War era, this faith had become 
anachronistic. Both films represent the veteran as a 
violent menace, one whose mania originates in the 
very fact of his having been a soldier. Both films also 
illustrate the value of exploitation films to cultural 
studies. Randall Clark notes that “exploitation films 
can be more willing to deal with social issues that 
commercial pictures” and therefore suggests that 
“exploitation films [can] better reflect the fears and 
concerns of the public at large.”17 Sensational and 
improbable as their stories are, these films offer an 
insight into how American audiences felt about 
the war and its veterans at a time when Hollywood 
generally balked at confronting these subjects directly. 
They help shine a light upon a horrifying period in 
America’s history in a way that few other films did 
and demonstrate that the courage that accompanies 
disreputability should not be undervalued.

ensues, ending with Andy brandishing a syringe like 
a knife. “You owe me something, Doc!” Andy shouts 
as he brings the syringe down. “You owe me this!”

The Monstrous Veteran

Andy’s almost Christlike insistence that “I died for 
you” suggests that the blame for his death falls upon 
those who remained at home during the war: those 
for whom the war was supposedly fought. The idea 
that the doctor owes Andy a life in exchange for the 
one that was lost in the war turns the monstrous Andy 
into the embodiment of the guilt felt by the American 
public for sending its youths to die for a cause as 
worthless as Vietnam. Muse also argues that the idea 
of owing Andy something reflects on the veterans’ 
shoddy treatment upon returning home. He writes 
that “films like these evince a growing awareness that 
America had failed in its part of the bargain; if you 
send boys to fight for you, you return the favor with 
some sort of honors or preferential treatment – not 
with fear and suspicion.”16 Paradoxically embodying 
both a casualty and survivor of the war, Andy has 
been doubly wronged, and he demands payment for 
these wrongs in blood.

Early in the film, when the police are 
investigating the murder of the truck driver, they 
interview the employees at a diner who were the 
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